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ABSTRACT 

la rhif paper an on l ine surveillance method for 
large scale and distributed parameter systems i s 
proposed. It i s achieved by comparing, in real cine 
the internal physical parameter values to the r e f e 
rence values. I t i s shown that in order to iaple-
oent Che surveillance scheme the following steps 
are necessary : modeling, model val idation using 
dynamic test ing and on l ine estimation of parame
ters . 

For large scale systems where only few outputs are 
measurable, an estimation algorithm was dev«lopped, 
selecting che mesurable output giving the minimus 
variance of che physical parameters. This estima
tion scheme use* a quasi l inearization technique 
associated co Che sens i t iv i ty equation and the 
recursive leasr squares techniques. For large 
scale systems of order greater than 100, two 
versions of the estimation scheme are proposed to 
decrease che computation time. An application Co a 
nuclear reactor core (scate variable model of 
order 29) i s proposed and used raal data. 

For distributed system» che estimation scheme was 
deve lopped with either measurements ac fixed cime 
or at fixed space. The estimation algorithm se lec t s 
the se t of ueasurements chat gives che minimus 
variance of the estimates. An application to a 
liquid-liquid extraction column, aodelized by a sec 
of four coupled partial differencial equations, 
demonstrates che efficiency of che method. 

I . INTRODUCTION 

The detection of incipient fa i lure of large systems 
i s important for safety reasons and can be achieved 
by s e v r a i aethods. An incipient failure of an 
element of the plane v i l l affect f i r s t a characte
r i s t i c physical parameter and Chan v i l l induce 
alterations of the physical measurable oucputs. 
Depending on the signal used, all the methods 
available can be c lass i f ied either as internal or 
as external diagnosis method*, 

External raith.,ds are based on noise analysis 
techniques and a great deal of effort were made in 
oHar to dctecc a change of the characterist ics of 
the signal (Power spectral density, cepetrtim, 
histograms, e t c . ) , Pattern recognition techniques 

were developed and ic was demonscraced that in 
order co implement such a surveillance method, ic 
was necessary f irsc co selecc the besc pattern 
among a l l exist ing and then to l e a n che pattern 
which represents the normal behaviour, and f inal ly 
to give the probability of true and false a larss . 
These techniques were applied with success ['•] I2J 
to large plants but they are noc able to achieve 
che deceeciop of incipient fai lure during the 
transients . 

In order to overcome chese d i f f i c u l t i e s an internal 
diagnosis method was developed to detect an 
abnormal behaviour either during steady state or 
during transients. Ic basically consists of com
paring in real time the actual parameter values 
provided by an estimation scheme with che referen
ce values. 

The aim of this paper i s to describe an on-line 
parameter estimation scheme which i s implementable 
on a mini computer and which takes into account 
che face that before fa i lure , the reference physi
cal paramecer values are known. The properties of 
Che estimation are described and two applications 
are given. The f i r s t one deals with the core of a 
nuclear plant which i s described by a state 
variable model of order 29, the second one i s 
related to a liquid extraction column represented 
by a sec of four coupled parcial differencial 
equations. 

2. - PRINCIPLE OF THE SCRVEILLASCF SCHEIE 

The proposed surveillance scheme i s an internal 
method based on the tracking in real time of che 
physical parameters by using either the signal 
corresponding to normal transients or spe-ial test 
s ignals . The actual parameter values are obtained 
by an on-liue estimation scheoa and the problem 
of failure detection consists in che detection of 
a constant inbedded in noise. In addition the 
detection speed can be shown TO be inversely pro-
??rti«u«i to the variance of the parameters 
estimates, Anong al l the observable outputs, the 
surveillance schen.. se lects che signal giving the 
minimum variance for a given input signal. 

In order to achieve with efficiency the incipient 
failure detection, the following steps Arc n c ; - s -
sary ! modeling validation with dynamic testing 



arsCKiated with reference parameter values esti
mation and design of an minimum variance estima
tion scheme numerically scable and iapleaentable 
et» a computer. The modeling consists in building 
« mathematical representation of the process by 
using tbe physical laws (energy and aass balances, 
etc.). Son linear or linearised aodels have to 
be selected depending on the amplitudes of the 
noraal transients. An additional sensitivity 
analysis mist be performed in order to eventually 
reduce the nodel complexity and to realise a 
balance between accuracy and precision. The next 
procedure consists in validating the physical 
aodel. This can be done by using special test 
inputs such as binary or ternary sequences and by 
coopering tbe real data collected on the plant to 
those deduced front the mathematical aodel driven 
by the sane incut signals. Tbe final procedure 
consists in dbsigning an on line estimation scheme. 

3. - OW-LINE PARAMETER ESTBtATIOK OF PHTSICAL 
PARAMETERS. 

In order to achieve tbe incipient failure detec
tion based on internal diagnostic netbod it is 
necessary to use an on-line identification scheae. 
Among all the method» available in this field only 
recursive algorithms were investigated, for they 
are easily impleraentable on ninior microprocessors. 
A systematic study of the properties and perfor
mances were undertaken to select the best suitable 
estimation scheme for incipient failure detection. 
Taking into account the fact chat a decision rule 
has Co be associated with th diagnostic method 
only algorithms providing the statistical proper
ties of the estimated parameters were investigated. 

It is well known that the accuracy is mostly 
affected by the properties of the noises pertur
bing either the state vector or the observable 
outputs. The efforts were put mainly for the 
surveillance or large linear systems. In a first 
step recursive least squares and maximum likelihood 
methods were studied. The mathematical models are 
linear recursions relating the samples of the 
inputs and the outputs. The theoretical properties 
of these two algorithms are given in detail by 
SSderstrom, Ljung and Custavson [3]. But in practi
ce the applications of both methods present some 
difficulties for an application to diagnostic 
system. This is due to the fact that the relation 
ships, between the parameters of the physical 
model and the linear recursion are not one to one. 
Consequently it is necessary to solve a set of non 
linear equations by optimization techniques to get 
the actual physical parameter. This procedure is 
time consuming and the uniqueness of the solution 
is not guaranteed. An application to the cracking 
of the core parameter of a sodium cooled reactor is 
given in [<•]. In this case the core was represented 
by a multi input single output aodel. 

In a second step, extended Xalman filters and non 
linear filtering techniques were tested in order to 
overcome the difficulties nencionncd above. 
These methods provide an estimation x(t) of the sta
te vector x(t), knowing the observation y(f) with 
to <x<t and the statistical properties of the state 

and measurement noise. These algorithms are deri
ved by minimising the conditional mean expectation 
C(X-X) Z. Pratical applications to the ease of a 
research reactor of the Argonaute type [S] and to 
the case of a sodium cooled reactor [61 have shown 
the sensitivities of these algorithms to structure 
errors and to incorrect knowledge of the initial 
covariance matrices of the noises and the initial 
state vector. In many cases, these errors can 
induce either bias on the estimated values or even 
divergences of the filter. The two previous sets of 
methods are characterised by the fact that an a 
priori knowledge of tbe parameter values are nor 
necessary and do not influence the final estimated 
values in oder to take advantages of the knowledge 
of the reference parameter values an estimation 
algorithm was developped for the case of linear 
systems. 

4. - DESCRIPTION OF THE "MIMVAR" ESTIMATION SCHEME 

The "Miniver" algorithm was designed for the case 
of processes described by physical aodels and using 
tbe state variable representation. For real proces
ses, only few components of the state variable are 
directly measurable and they are perturbed by 
measurement noises which are dependent on the 
physical quantity measured (temperature, pressure, 
flow, level). The "Miniver" algorithm is selecting 
the components of the state vector to be used to 
give an estimation with the minimum variance taking 
into account the noise levels and the inputs. The 
estimation scheme is based on the use of linear 
invariant models from bounded inputs-bounded 
outputs type [7]. 

let X(t) - A(£) X(t) • B(£_) u(t) (J) 
with X„ - X(t ) . o o 
The state variable model of the process at current 
time c 
where : X(t) : state vector of dimension n 

£ : physical parameter vector which has 
~ to be trscked of dimension s and 

A(8) : n x n constant matric function of 6 
B(9) : n x m constant matrix function of 9 
u(t) : input vector, dimension m ~ 
X_ : init ial state variable at time to 
o 

let * r be the reference physical parameter vector 
obtained during the validation model procedure. 
The reference state vector is given by the following 
state equation. 
i r(0 • A <er) xf(t) • B (er) u(t) (2) 
with the initial condition : 
X r o - X r ( t o ) . 
let y. (t), k » I ... p < n the measurable components 
of ths stace variable. 

If at the initial time to, the initial state of the 
process is sveh as ; %io - %in • AX. o 

and at time c the parameters of the actual process 
ara such as : 

e. • ». • 4»., i ir i' I 



tba measurable outputs y k ( t ) , k • I . . .p ar* 
giwnby : . . . i m f i 

Th* estimation of tb* vector 
i - s 

y v ( t ) • *_ (c ) • r o».o<e.,t> • Z 
k * r i - l l i-l 

i. • «ir . ' 0 * l | j | ^ ° ( V °i* ° AX 

i-a i - s 
1 1 1 A9.A9.o(9. 8., t)J • 

i - l i-I i - j -
(3) 

where 0(9.. c) is tb* stnsity function of \ r ( t ) 
versus paèaoeter 8. 

0(X. , t) is th* sensity function of y k r ( 0 
versus initial condition *£ r o(t) 
c(8., 8., t) is th* second order sensitivity 
function of t f c t(t) versus parameter 9^. 
o(8., •., t) is th* second order sensitivity 
function of y k_(t) versus par»* ter s 9. and 9.. 

Taking an approximation of y k(t) ac tb* second 
order of (3), the resolution of th* overdeterained 
linear system obtained by observing y k ( 0 ac 
instant t » iT, i • I ... 8 with S > n will give 
A8. and Chen 9.. 
As p SMSsurabl* outputs ar* observable ac th* sam* 
tin*, p simultaneous estimations of the s parame
ters ar* available. In order co select the best 
oeasurable output giving th* minimal variance of 
th* estimates, the properties of the estimation 
scbtm* w*r* studied. 

Assuming thac the parameter distance defined by : 
i-s 2 

B - I (8. - 9.) is such thac 
i-l " x 

D <e with c small 
y. (t) can be express by 
" i-s i-n 

yfc(t) " rfc,(t) • Z A8. o(8.,c) • Z AX. 
* " i-l x * i-l " 

- ( 3 t i r o ' c > * e » ( t ) . 
where e (e) is the troncacion error. 

m 
Moreover if the system described by (I) is stable it 
can b* shown thac th* sensitivity coefficient of th* 
initial conditions arc negligible for t > T, T large 
so 

i-s 
y k(e) - y k r(t) • Z A8 £ c(9£,e) • e B(e) for t > I 

in prscciee only a neasuremtnc x. (e) is available 
and is given by : xk(c) - y k(c) *e k (t) 

letting c_ - e (e) • t-U) th* output i v(t) is equal 
to s l a * i-s 

%(t) - y k r(c) • Z A9iff(9i,t) • c T(t) 

A»" <o8* ... o«)*)T of the cru* para iter vector 
A9 ia obtained by th* least squares methods 
letting : 
\ - t«k(ti) - y k r(ti),..., < k(cim) - y k r(ei*n)] T 

T c^Cci), ,(ti*n) 

o(»,,ti), ...0(9,. ti*n) 

o(9 s,ti), ...0(9^, ti*u) 

The *scimation of tb* vector A9 is given by : 

<miUflh 
The statistical properties of A9 are function of 
c_ which is. a summation of two terms. z.(t) du* 

Co che measurcmenc nois* and c_(c) du* to th* 
truncation error. 

If th* noise cAt) has tb* following properties : 
E [^(ti)] - 0 
E [e. (ti) C.(ti)] -o2Sij (Sij kronecker 

* K symbol). 
E [^(ti). 0(tj)] - 0 V ti and tj 
E [^(ti). X^o)] - 0 

It can be shown chat the staciscal properties of 
0? are the following : 

E [A9jj - 0 
cov [A9*l - [ij E p f ' ff2 

The covariance of 8* can also expressed as : 

* 2 i - N r y k r cov (A9*) - c Z I U g L 
* i-l 3 ° 39 

where *kr ST K r 3 ykrl T 

The "minivar" estimation is obtained by choosing 
th* output y such as : 

cov (A8*) - oin (cov A9*) 
k - »,P. 

Several criteria can be used co evaluate the impor
tance of eh* Fisher information matrix S? L . Ie can 
b« don* by caking th* trace of this matrix or of ics 
invars* or Che produce of diagonal elements [7]. 



- Effect of the truncation error (t) 
» — • • - • " • • " ' • • -• - • - - • - • « a 

The truncation error ia deterministic for it depends 
on'the precess model and the input signals. It can 
be shew that the bias induced by this error is 
equal to 

I^-tE^ ^ l"' I 1 € B(t) and consequently 

is function of the first order approximation 
validity. 
- Effect of tlobal error c(t) 
If the measurement c (t) is uncorrelated with the 
truncation error * (t) and with the sensitivity 
coefficients, the statistical properties of the 
estimates are the following 

E ( •*> - [rj ̂ l" 1 rj c B 

cov ( •*) - III t"1! o 2 

The validity of the truncation c. n be checked by 
computing the upper limits of the sensitivity 
coefficients a(9-, 9., t) and 0(9., 9-, t) since 
if the process represented by (I) is also bounded 
input bounded output the sensitivity functions 
nave the sane properties. 

5. - IMPLE3TATI0M IS REAL TP1E OF THE ESTIMATION 
SCHEME 

The first procedure to implement the surveillance 
scheme consists in solving equation (4) by a 
recursive scheme such as : 

^ - «Vi - V i \ <! • «Ï Vi V"1 

The Laplace transféra of the output y (s) can be 
expressed aa : ° 

^ »• Vi - 'k1 

Vi \ ° * \ rk v"1 i v . (3) 
where 

ayor »•• ek> ^ - l o y o r (t,, t k)] 

and with a [0£,t] i - I, s given by the state 

3B - . u(t) 3» i 

If the number of parameters to be tracked are S 
the resolution of (5) require the resolution of 
S • 2 (tact variable models and for large systems 
computation time and computer memory are of concerns 
to overcome these difficulties two approaches are 
possible. The first one consists in determining 
the transfer function between the observable out
put selected and the m, inputs i.e. 

I 

jAS)- « r * i ( s > C J ; S > 
° i-l D <S> 

X(S) - (S li-A) ' B U (S) 

the sensitivity coefficient of y(S) versus 0 : 

are easily deduced from this generalised Transfer 
function and their resolution are available with 
reduced computation tin* and memory requirement. 
The second method is based on the correspondence 
between the physical parameters and these of a 
black box model representing the dynamic behaviour 
of the plant for a set of predefined inputs let at 
be the parameter values of the black box low 
order model and the functional relationship 
between a and 9 such as 9 - (a) . This relation
ship is determined in simulation by mapping 9 and 
identifying the function by the non linear 
optimisation techniques. The "miniver" algorithm is 
then applied to the black box model of low order 
model and the function is then applied to give the 
actual value of the parameter vector 9. 

6. - APPLICATION TO A NUCLEAR POST [8] 

The "miniver" algorithm waa applied for the 
tracking in real time of two physical parameters 
of a nuclear core of a pressurised water reactor. 
The parameters Doppler coefficient and the fuel 
to coolant best transfer coefficient are important 
for the stability of the plant. Since these para
meters change during the core life they* must be 
tracked. 

The initial state variable model of order SO was 
reduced to 29 after sensitivity analysis. The 
validation procedure xas then achieved by dynamic 
tests using pseudo-random binary perturbations. 

Using the Kclder and Mead optimization technique 
the reference parameter values were determined 
figure I represents the comparison of the outputs 
of the real plan; and the 29th order axial. Thar* 
is a very good agreement between both models. 

The "miniver" algorithm was then checked in simula
tion with the validated model of order 29 when only 
three output signals are observable (primary and 
secondary pressure, neutron power and out let 
temperature). Figures 2 and 3 showed the estimation 
of the two parameters a and hf c using the four 
signals for a step input and a noise to signal 
ratio equal to 10 X. The primary pressure signal 
is the best signal for the tracking of these cvo 
parameters for this case. When the noise to signal 
ratio is low (less than 2 Z' all the measurable 
outputs can be equally used. Using real data 
collected on the Oconee Nuclear Plant, the "ainivar" 
algorithm was applied using nuclear power level. 
Figure 4 shows the on-line estimation of the 
physical parameters. A good convergence of the 
ainivar algorithm is observed and there is no bii» 
on the estimated value. 

In order to decreased the computation time the 
correspondence analysis method was tested on the 



sane Vient [9] . The black box model was selected 
as «'fourth order model and the function 
relatives the two physical paraaeters xas choose* 
in"the form of a linear reliationship. For the 
paraaeter Oç the function was given, by : 

a, o, • IJOJ • a, 03 • •4 °4 * b l B l * 

•2 8 2 * b 3 9 3 * b 4 B 4 
were a. and b. are the paraaeters of the function 

and o. and B- are such that : 

KS) 
i-4 
E 

i-l A% 
To illustrate the efficiency of this method a 
deviation of 20 Z was made on the physical 
paraaeter of the physical aodel and the use of 
the correspondance analysis p;ave back a aodif ied 
value of 23 Z. 
7. - APFLICATIOtt TO A DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER SYSTEM 
The "miniver" algorithm was applied to the case 
of a. chemical process represented by a sec of 
four coupled linear partial differencial equations. 
This chemical process is a liquid liquid extraction 
column used for nuclear fuel reprocessing to 
extraction uranium. Two non mixing liquids ara 
flowing in countercurrent and the concentrations in 
both-pastas of uranium and She sonttneratioeo in 
both phases of uranium and nitric acids" are driver 
by partial differential equations. 

CS »i Mi 
^ • ^ • " y i * * - * * * - 0 

i - 1,2 
(l-c) So 2J1 • Q «£ • « y i (Yi - Ti*) - 0 
where : C, So, Q, L, X, s, T are known 

h : space variable 
Xi sad Ti: concentration of uranium and acid.in 

both phases. 

The dynamic behaviour of this chemical process is 
sensitive co the coefficients a. - £vl and 
°? " *y* 4 n d i c ** necessary to KX, monitor 

KXj these values for control purposes. 

The "minivar" algorithm was derived by using the 
sensitivity equations of the coefficient a. and cu 
are known. It was tested, without demonstrating 
the properties of the estimate», by using either 
measurements at space fixed or at fixed cine. 
Figure S which represents the estimation at fixed 
time space of parameters a. and a. illustrates the 
efficiency of the method.. 

s. - CONCLUSION 

The study of incipient failure detection methods 
should tahc only the tracking in real time of 
physical parameter is the only way to achieve 
diagnosis during steady state and transients. 

Duet to practical difficulties arising in the 
application of Kalman filtering technique or a 
Mexiaum likchood method for linear recursion a 
particular algorithm was developed using the 
fact that a référença value of the physical para
meter is laown. 

Ta* algorithme "miniver'" is characterised by the 
fact that it selects the output giving the mini-
amm variance of the estimates. Application to a 
nuclear plant described by a linear model and to 
a chemical process modeled by a set of partial 
differential equations, have show* the efficiency 
of this method. However it must be pointed out 
that a careful validation of the model has to be 
achieved to obtain aa efficient iacipenc failure 
detection algorithm. 
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